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government budget going to pay interest on debt, coming within the decade if 
current trends continue. 
 
The essential First Step toward Change is to Audit The Fed. CCN will continue to 
push to get that done. 
 
Further, the new Congress and Administration will be forced by the impending 
Fiscal Cliff to consider All reasonable Avenues for cutting spending. And CCN 
intends to make it abundantly clear to them that Mass Immigration causes Multi-
Billion Dollar Net Costs, and the way to Cut those costs is to dramatically Cut 
Legal and Illegal Immigration. 
 
"Over a decade ago, Rice University Professor Don Huddle calculated that the 
NET (after subtracting taxes Immigrants pay) fiscal costs of Mass Immigration 
were $93 Billion/Year. And today the NET Costs are much, much Higher, 
amounting to Hundreds of Billions/Year. 
 
The Child Tax Credit Refunds to Illegal Aliens alone amount to $7 Billion per 
Year!! 
 
And fully 36% of Immigrant-headed Households use at least one Major Welfare 
Program (primarily Food Assistance & Medicaid)! (www.cis.org) 
 
Further, one in every five students in all public schools in the USA is from an 
immigrant-headed household (www.cis.org). K-12 education expenditures are the 
principal fiscal cost associated with mass immigration. 
 
And from January, 2009 to July, 2012: 

– Foreign-born employment ROSE by 1.417 million, but 
– Native-born employment FELL by 1.418 million! (www.cis.org) 

 
Also, 53.6% of U.S. college graduates under the age of 25 are unemployed or 
underemployed. Unemployment rates for U.S. STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics) graduates are High as well: 

– Information Systems 11.7%    
– Computer Science  7.4%    
– Mechanical Engineering 8.6%    
– Chemistry   6.6%          

(Georgetown Univ. Study, "Hard Times...", 1/4/12) 
 
Mass Immigration is not the only force changing the USA. CCN follows up on 
Cultural Carrying Capacity (per Garrett Hardin's 1986 essay) and a CCN focus 
initiated in 2010, with the following update. 
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Cultural Marxism is having a dramatic effect on the USA and other European-
derived nations of the West, not only via encouraging Mass Immigration, but also 
supplanting Free Speech with Politically Correct Speech, and National Unity with 
Multiculturalism. Important: See CCN's February, 2010 posting "Cultural Marxism 
– A Threat to the USA?" at www.carryingcapacity.org. 
 
While Cultural Marxism "merely" seeks to impose Politically Correct Speech on 
Western Nations, Authoritarian Marxism Imposes Jail Time on "Speech 
Deviants".  The model for committing Speech Deviants to Mental Institutions is 
the Soviet Union, but just last month, a Canadian Citizen working in China for a 
Fund Manager wrote a Negative Report on the Canadian Silver Miner, Silvercorp 
(which is mining in China), and was JAILED for such unapproved writing! 
 
The United States is not immune from Unconstitutional Repression of Personal 
Liberty. Consider the recent [[involuntary]] commitment of former Marine Brandon 
Raub for comments made on Twitter. Raub was never charged but nevertheless 
was grabbed off his front porch by various law enforcement personnel and 
transported to a mental institution three hours away from his home. Raub's 
attorney said that there have been 20,000 of these civil commitments in Virginia 
alone and [[that]] veterans particularly are being targeted (12160.info).  
 
If the Suppression of Politically Incorrect Speech is allowed to succeed, the 
Losing "categories" are predictable. A principal category of losers-by-design are 
European-Americans. A linked developing Trend flowing from Cultural Marxism  
is Systematic Discrimination against European-Americans in the U.S. and against 
European-derived people generally. 
 
Unfortunately, this Discrimination is often coupled with MainStream (Culturally 
Marxist-compliant) Media Blackouts of such incidents. Hoover Institution Fellow, 
Thomas Sowell, comments on the Blackout of the race of perpetrators in mob 
violence incidents. See lewrockwell.com, "Are Race Riots News?", 7/17/12. 
  
Consider the murder of co-ed Megan Boken. The prevailing culture, including 
some sectors of the criminal justice system, is broken when two men assume 
they can wander into a neighborhood in order to commit robbery and then 
randomly choose their victim (www.stltoday.com). 
 
Similarly, the atrocious Torture and Murder of a white couple in Knoxville, 
Tennessee, gained virtually no press coverage and no charge of a Hate Crime 
was forthcoming. Five men were eventually convicted but the sentence is under 
appeal with allegations that the Judge had consumed an alcoholic beverage 
sometime in the proceedings. 
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Among the Many examples which the MSM have failed to report are the case in 
Kansas in which several European-American family members were abused and 
murdered, but no "Hate Crime" charges were brought. See "The Real 'Wichita 
Horror': Media-Induced Passivity," Sam Francis, vDare.com, 9/16/02. 
 
And recently, Whites have begun to be unconstitutionally charged with "Hate 
Crimes' for Merely Symbolic Expression (i.e. Expression NOT coupled with any 
threat of Violence). See "'Hate Crimes' Washington's War Against White  
Working Class Dissent," Nicholas Stix, vDare.com, 5/26/12. 
 
CCN intends to continue to expose such Outrages both here and abroad. 
The Culturally Marxist-inspired culture that discriminates against European-
Americans was a long time in building and reversal cannot come overnight. 
Keeping up the pressure and publicizing these incidents, (which the MSM refuses 
to do) is an important effort. 
  
Most immediately, reducing Mass Immigration is a very important legislative 
objective. State law is able to discourage the settlement of illegal aliens. But the 
legal immigration of more than 1.5 million annually must be addressed by 
Congress. 
 
CCN advocates a zero-net immigration Moratorium Merely advocating reductions 
in a few Categories (without also advocating a Moratorium) facilitates a 
continuation of Mass Immigration because it sends the "Message" that Mass 
Immigration is OK if we just reduce a few Categories. 
 
Supporters should continue to ask their elected representatives to sponsor 
legislation that enacts such a zero-net Moratorium which would allow no more 
than about 150,000 immigrants annually. 
 
Ask your Candidates for office the hard immigration questions.  
 
And we encourage all to ask Majority Leader Reid (D-Nevada) to move S. 202, 
the Senate Audit The Fed Bill to the Senate Floor for a Vote. 
 
To continue its work, CCN needs your Direct Support.  
 

– Please use the enclosed Business Reply Envelope and 
– Please make sure to enter your Current Email Address on the enclosed 

envelope as well, if you wish to receive our emailed Alerts. 
 
 
Thank you, 
Carrying Capacity Network 
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